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FNBLI Secures Electronic
Customer Statements
with Globalscape EFT™
®

The First National Bank of Long Island
(FNBLI) is a full-service commercial
bank offering a range of services to
individual, professional, and business
customers through more than 30
branches in New York on Long Island
and Manhattan.

Providing Automatic Secure Electronic Document Delivery Service

Business Challenge: Secure and
Automated Statement Data Transfers
FNBLI selected an electronic document delivery service to prepare
statements from the raw customer statement data, but also needed a
turnkey solution to securely and automatically exchange statement data
with the service.
Security was FNBLI’s top concern, as the sensitive data included names,
account numbers, and addresses. The bank must comply with industry
regulations for protecting access to this data while also meeting its
customers’ expectations for security and privacy.
Security alone was not enough; the solution also had to offer:
>> Straightforward automation. Because the statement data transfers
occur daily, the bank needs to automate the file transfers in a
manner that is both reliable and easy to maintain.
>> Auditing and reporting. The bank needs to track and audit all file
exchanges from the file server for its own operations as well as
regulatory compliance and audit purposes.
The IT team quickly dismissed the idea of putting together its own
internal solution. According to Conrad Lissade, Vice President of IT for
FNBLI, “We didn’t want to build something piece by piece and then worry
about maintaining it. We wanted a comprehensive, reliable solution for
secure managed file transfer from a recognized leader in the market.”
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The Solution: Globalscape EFT
After evaluating various options, the FNBLI team selected
Globalscape Enhanced File Transfer™ (EFT) because, as Lissade
said, “We had already been using Globalscape’s CuteFTP® for an
FTP client on the recommendation of an IT colleague. So when we
needed a secure, managed FTP server, we immediately thought of
Globalscape.”

Case Study

“The reporting capabilities save us a lot
of time, particularly for audits. I can also
see the status of sensitive file transfers at
any moment using the reporting tool.”

- Conrad Lissade, VP of IT at FNBLI

Globalscape EFT™ meets all of the bank’s requirements for security
and automation. EFT also offers encryption and decryption of
transfers, a range of security protocols, simplified file transfer
automation, complete management and visibility of file transfer
processes, and an optional DMZ proxy server for enhanced security.
Lissade stated that “Globalscape EFT had everything we needed to
rapidly get moving, from security and encryption to point-and-click
automation.”
FNBLI deployed EFT in parallel with the broader rollout of the
electronic statements processes. Lissade was pleased that
“Globalscape’s support team was very responsive and helpful
during the implementation as we determined the best way to
automate our systems and processes.”

About Globalscape
Globalscape ensures the reliability of mission-critical operations by securing sensitive data and intellectual
property. Globalscape’s suite of solutions features Enhanced File Transfer™, the industry-leading enterprise file
transfer platform that delivers military-grade security and a customizable solution for achieving best-in-class
control and visibility of data in motion or at rest, across multiple locations. Founded in 1996, Globalscape is a
leading enterprise solution provider of secure information exchange software and services to thousands of
customers, including global enterprises, governments, and small businesses.
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